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weeve & Enclave join forces to deliver secure
connectivity and improved ROI for IoT deployments

Berlin (Germany)/London (UK), - Enclave and weeve have announced a3 Feb 2023
partnership to offer a powerful solution for businesses looking to securely access their
edge devices and gain valuable insights from their machinery.

Enclave, a Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA) platform, provides a private access
solution as an alternative to traditional VPNs, allowing customers to securely access
internal network resources and workloads without needing a VPN client or expensive
hardware. Enclave uses state-of-the-art technology to encrypt data and authenticate
systems, devices and users, ensuring that only authorised parties can access resources
in the private network.

The Berlin-based high-tech company weeve, on the other hand, provides an IoT Edge
Application building platform that allows customers to easily create IoT apps and gain
insights from the data generated by their machinery. The platform requires no coding
knowledge, making it accessible to businesses of all sizes. It also offers advanced
analytics tools like machine learning and AI to help customers extract insights and make
data-driven decisions.

A powerful solution for companies that want to gain valuable insights
from their machines

When these two solutions are combined, customers can securely access their edge
devices and gain insights from the data generated by their machinery, even when the
devices are outside the boundaries of their private network. This is, for example, of
interest to manufacturing companies: they can securely monitor devices on the factory
floor in real-time from anywhere, at any time, better plan maintenance, and quickly
identify and fix issues before they become significant problems. In addition, the insights
gained from the data can help optimise processes and better use of resources. With



easy-to-use IoT apps and advanced analytics tools, this solution can help companies
increase efficiency, reduce downtime and make data-driven decisions.

“This partnership is exciting news for all organisations with IoT infrastructure,
collectively Enclave and weeve can provide secure access to their IoT

implementations and improve ROI to complement their business transformation”,
says Enclave’s Chief Revenue Officer, Tom Davis

“At weeve, we are committed to delivering secure and innovative solutions to our
customers. Our partnership with Enclave is a testament to this commitment as it offers
businesses a powerful way to securely access their edge devices and gain valuable

insights from their machinery. The combined solution provides a simple and accessible
way for companies of all sizes to increase efficiency, reduce downtime, and make

data-driven decisions.”
says weeve’s Chief Product Officer, Gábor László Mándoki

Visit https://enclave.io or https://weeve.network/ for more information.

http://www.enclave.io
https://www.weeve.network/

